
Inzyon announces upgrade of its ESG monitor
Inzyon upgrades its on-line ESG (Environment, Social and Governance) monitor to include the Inzyon Sustainability Classification Framework (SCF), new
pre-configured functionality for internal logging and reporting of ESG analysis, management, actions and compliance as well as optional dashboards for
company filings analysis and internal ESG social functions and collaboration. This new version is a tool directly supporting the fulfillment of the six Priciples
for Responsible Investment (PRI).  

Key benefits

The INZYON ESG monitor aims to put financial decisions makers and analysts ahead of the curve when addressing sustainable finance in general, and
ESG risks and opportunities of a portfolio in particular. With the newly added analysis, logging and reporting features the Inzyon ESG monitor streamlines
the work of ESG researchers and Fund Managers even further.  

New and upgraded, use case based, functionality

With tools dedicated for logging both assets under scrutinizing and your own organisation’s ESG related actions, as well as standardized reporting on ESG
tactics and compliance, the updated ESG monitor enables significantly more transparent ESG-related communication, both inhouse and with interested
external parties. The focus on both asset monitoring and work process support also makes it a key tool for any investment company seeking to comply
with the six Priciples for Responsible Investment (PRI). Furthermore, the addition of a company filings dashboard complements that of the regulations
monitor dashboard in order to make the ESG monitor a one-stop-shop for news on regulatory changes and filings from portfolio holdings.  Read more on the
new dedicated ESG monitor site https://esg.inzyon.com/

Our customers

Inzyon’s ESG monitor is directly targeted at Asset Management organizations and other financial institutions that will be subject to forthcoming regulations
on compliance regarding sustainable investments. Contrary to solutions that provide users with pre-calculated ratings on portfolios or specific holdings,
Inzyon’s ESG monitor supports the Fund Manager, and/or the ESG researcher to develop their own assessment model. Based on near real time news,
narrative data and other unstructured information, Inzyon’s ESG monitor enables competitive advantages vs other Asset Management companies as
insights on holdings’ ESG plans and performance can be spotted at the earliest possible occasion.

Technical aspects

Inzyon ESG Monitor is a for purpose configured, automated, SaaS-application for monitoring, analysing and acting upon ESG related matters in an Asset
Management organization’s investment universe. Although customers’ off the shelf starting configuration only differs with regards to their own investment
universe, each customer can then configure algorithms and sources to increase their own competitive advantage in the ESG analysis.

 “With the ESG Monitor we aim at supporting, and increasing, the dialogue between the investment community and the management of investment objects,
i.e. listed companies, with regards to sustainable investments. We are proud to provide a tool for the financial market that will contribute to a gradually
increased fulfilment of the UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals”, says Gabriel Anderbjörk, CEO of Inzyon.   

The ESG monitor uses applicable parts of Inzyon’s Sustainability Classification Framework (https://scf.inzyon.com).

 

For further information on the ESG monitor, please visit https://esg.inzyon.com or mail to sales@inzyon.com

Contact

For questions, please contact:

Gabriel Anderbjörk, CEO, Inzyon

gabriel.anderbjork@inzyon.com

About InzyonInzyon (www.inzyon.com) is a services and solutions company dedicated to supporting customers in developing and
improving capabilities to identify, embrace and make use of insights, throughout their operations. Services include modelling of Information
Management business value, information environment assessments and Insight Solutions deployment. Inzyon’s aim is to enable faster
and more qualitative insights for all kinds of decisions and developments. The company’s key deliveries are implemented insights
environments and working models based on modern theories for information asset valuation in combination with a selection of off-the-shelf
software application.


